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…She straddled me and pulled her top off and her breasts flopped out and I heard them more than saw them. 

She reached behind herself and kind of carefully took my not hard dick into one and pretty soon I couldn't really 

think about anything else and pretty soon after that I was hard and she took her hand away and I heard her 

opening some little crinkly package and I felt her put the cool plasticky middle of the condom snugly on the 

front of my dick like she was shrink wrapping it and I felt her fingernails through the plastic like the legs of a crab 

fingernailing their way down my dick and she rose up a little and adjusted her panties and breathed harder and 

opened her mouth… The moment she put me inside her I came. I mean the exact moment. FUCK, I said, and I 

curled up around her like a snail, and kept coming about a hundred times, and I said fuckfuckfuckfuck, until she 

said sssshhhhhh, and pushed me back down onto my back and just lay on top of me.
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CONCERNS
This book has excessive profanity and sexually explicit excerpts.

thanks dickhead

…corey, can we talk oral sex technique a little…you gotta slow it down and I mean way down…just really simplify 

what you're doin. In general try to make circles with your tongue…got it, got it

…and no matter what happens, you need to be out of there after five minutes, good or bad…there's nothing worse 

that knowing a guy is trying to get you to come, like he thinks your cooz is candy crush and he's trying to get three 

stars or some shit…wes you didn't go down on me but I think you'd be even worse at it…you'd just sit there 

completely still with your mouth open and hope that I would start fucking your face and you wouldn't have to do 

anything

…I listened to him have sex for more than an hour. He basically just lets himself be a sex prop…no no no here's wes

going down on you: lick lick lick…."all right all right all right"…his finishing move is making a spaceship noise into 

your cooz and then asking you if he's getting an A

Then she reached over and grabbed my dick. 

I mean, she couldn't really get a handle on it, because it was in my pants and stuff. She more or less just grabbed a random 

handful of my crotch, and gave it a little squeeze, and let go, and the world as I knew it basically exploded.
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